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“ALEC has forged a unique partnership between state
legislators and leaders from the corporate and business
community. This partnership offers businessmen the
extraordinary opportunity to apply their talents to solve
America’s problems and build on our opportunities.”
– President Ronald Reagan

Mission To advance limited government, free markets and federalism
Your ongoing support ensures the American Legislative Exchange
Council (ALEC) remains a strong leader in our shared values and can
continue educating state legislators on how prosperity stems from
good limited government, free market and federalist policy.
For decades, ALEC has provided training, education and a place
for state legislators to come together and exchange ideas. ALEC
proves that the best policies are even better when shared, ensuring
legislators advance effective policies that increase opportunity and
prosperity and don’t repeat the mistakes of others.
Your support for ALEC ensures free market legislators have a home
for years to come. Without your support, ALEC would not be able to
produce and share policy analysis, ideas and real solutions that have
benefited real Americans for decades.

Inside this pamphlet, you will find
ALEC giving levels, recognitions and
premiums that match any giving
capacity. Regardless of your giving
level, ALEC members and legislators
appreciate your generosity in
furtherance of their professional
development, and our shared values.
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REAGAN LEVEL ($1,000+)
As a Reagan Level supporter, you now join the ranks of our other major supporters and will receive:
•
•
•
•

Exclusive access to all ALEC publications and materials.
Monthly updates from ALEC CEO, Lisa B. Nelson, regarding the status of the free market movement in the
states and abroad.
Tickets to the Reagan Club Leadership Summit as well as various Reagan Club events throughout the year.
Access and entry to ALEC regional events providing you with a way to connect with fellow free market
advocates and connect with members in your community.

JEFFERSON LEVEL ($5,000+)
At the Jefferson Level, you have already committed to making a great impact for our organization and in turn, in
every state nation-wide. That is why we are offering you all of the benefits of the Reagan Level as well as:
•
•

Invitation to the 3-day ALEC Annual Meeting, joining our 2,000+ public and corporate members from across
the country to help develop free market ideas.
An autographed copy of Rich States, Poor States, one of the most popular and influential publications that is
renowned for being an agenda-shifter in all 50 states.

PRESIDENT LEVEL ($10,000+)
The word “President” always holds special significance and indicates someone who holds a high level of
responsibility. The President’s Level is reserved for members who want more responsibility in the ALEC
organizational structure and in the free market movement. While members receive all the benefits of lower
giving levels, President Level members also receive:
•
•

An invitation to the ALEC States and Nation Policy Summit, with exclusive donor events and access to
speaker’s throughout the agenda.
Annual Dinner with ALEC CEO, Lisa B. Nelson, where you can further advocate for the issues that are most
important to you.

PATRIOT LEVEL ($25,000+)
Since the ALEC founding 45 years ago, the organization has always fought for individual freedoms and free markets.
Patriot Level members believe in the importance of supporting even more educational initiatives for policymakers,
strengthening their ability to advance patriotic values across all levels of society. In addition to countless benefits
associated with other giving levels, Patriot Level members receive:
•
•
•
•

A unique chance to join the ALEC Advisory Council
Invitation for one to the ALEC Board of Directors Dinner
Invitation to the National Chairman’s Reception
Naming options for ALEC Publication Series
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CHAIRMAN LEVEL ($50,000+)
Generous supporters at the Chairman Level have now entered the arena of select donors who want to make
a tangible difference in ALEC education. Chairman Level members receive:
•
•
•
•

Naming options for ALEC Training Series.
Chairman Circle Ribbon, a unique honor that is reserved for the most loyal supporters and denotes to
leadership your unwavering commitment to the ALEC mission.
Two tickets to ALEC Board of Directors Dinner. The Board of Directors is comprised of Senators and
Representatives from across the nation.
Two tickets to the National Chairman’s Reception, a gathering of State Chairs who are some of the most
influential in their respective states.

AMBASSADOR LEVEL ($100,000+)
As in any organization, ALEC considers its true ambassadors to be its most ardent supporters and advocates.
Our Ambassadors represent the ideals of American culture and are stewards of ALEC values. Ambassador Level
supporters receive all the benefits above as well as:
•
•

•

A dedicated line to our Membership and Development team who can assist you with any and all needs related
to ALEC, including help with travel plans to meetings and;
Special and honored recognition at the ALEC Annual Meeting. Our Annual Meeting is a coming together of
public and private members, donors, stakeholders and staff in pursuit of limited government, free markets and
federalism. It’s the largest ALEC event, and Ambassadors are an important part of that meeting.
Reserved seating with ALEC Annual Meeting speakers, some of whom are honored public officials, private
thought leaders and community dignitaries. Past speakers have included Vice President Mike Pence, Luke
Hilgemann (Chief Executive Officer of Americans for Prosperity), Senator Tim Scott (R-SC) and many others.
ALEC brings some of the best and brightest to these events and as an Ambassador, we want to highlight you and
your support to these distinguished guests.

A NOTE FROM OUR CEO
WEEKLEY LEGACY SOCIETY (PLANNED GIVING)

AMBASSADOR LEVEL ($100,000+)
CHAIRMAN LEVEL ($50,000+)
PATRIOT LEVEL ($25,000+)
PRESIDENT LEVEL ($10,000+)
JEFFERSON LEVEL ($5,000+)
REAGAN LEVEL ($1,000+)

Throughout the history of ALEC, never has there been a stronger need for the
advancement of its values. ALEC is taking the lead on helping state legislators
counter the effects of the bloated federal government and the need for
education on the values of limited government, free markets and federalism.
By joining the Reagan Club or upgrading your giving level this year, we
can ensure our shared vision for this country is being upheld at every level
of government! Please consider continuing your generous support for our
organization and for this country. Thank you.
Sincerely,

DIRECTOR LEVEL ($500+)
GRASSROOTS MEMBER (<$500)

Lisa B. Nelson
ALEC Chief Executive Officer
American Legislative Exchange Council | 2900 Crystal Drive, Suite 600 • Arlington, VA 22202 • T 703.373.0933 • F 703.373.0927 • www.alec.org
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Robert M. Weekley Legacy Society

ROBERT M. WEEKLEY LEGACY SOCIETY (PLANNED GIVING)
The fight for freedom, free markets and liberty is never over. That’s why
members of the Robert M. Weekley Legacy Society are the deepest inner circle
of supporters at ALEC.
Our work at ALEC is validated by supporters who have experienced its benefits,
such as Dr. William Smith, who says, “I used ALEC model policy when I was a
legislator in New Hampshire. I continue to support ALEC as an individual donor
because I know firsthand how vital their work is to state lawmakers.”

Robert M. Weekley

Legacy Society
American Legislative Exchange Council

– Dr. William Smith (former ALEC Public Sector Member from New Hampshire)

For more information on how to include ALEC as part of your planned giving or will, please see the separate handout
or contact our Development staff at development@alec.org

WEEKLEY LEGACY SOCIETY		

PLANNED GIVING*

AMBASSADOR LEVEL 		

$100,000+

CHAIRMAN LEVEL			

$50,000+

PRESIDENT LEVEL 			

Remember, all support gifts to
ALEC are tax-deductible. Please
$25,000+
make your check payable to:
ALEC.
$10,000+					

JEFFERSON LEVEL 			

$5,000+				 For more information about

PATRIOT LEVEL

REAGAN LEVEL

		

		

our giving society, please
$1,000+					

DIRECTOR LEVEL 			

$500+		

GRASSROOTS LEVEL			

<$500

PLEASE EMAIL, FAX OR MAIL TO: American Legislative Exchange Council
Email: development@alec.org

contact our Development team
at development@alec.org.

ATTN: Development

Fax: 703.373.0927
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